This paper develops and tests a new model for multiple-unit adoptions of durable goods based on the diffusion modeling tradition. Multiple-unit adoptions are a major component of sales for many consumer durable product categories. For instance, sales of multiple-unit adoptions for televisions have been high than both first adoptions and replacement purchases since 1977, while for automobiles they have represented more than 20% of sales since 1966 in Australia. The structural drivers of multiple-unit adoptions are quite different from either first or replacement purchases. Hence, identifying and modeling the multiple-unit component of sales is important for aggregate sales forecasts. Moreover, consumer requirements for additional units of a product are likely to be considerably different to than for the other components of sales (first purchases and replacement purchases). As such, the ratio of the first, multiple and replacement sales components will strongly influence the product mix requirements of the market.
Introduction
Since the seminal article by Bass [1] diffusion models have played a major role in marketing science for almost three decades now [2, 3] . Arguably, the most recent significant phase of developments is the inclusion of replacement purchases to extend the period for which the models are applicable for durable goods including [4, 5, 6, 7] . The accepted application of these models for consumer durable products uses the diffusion (adoption) model to account for the first purchase by a household and the replacement component to account for the remaining sales [8] .
For products where multiple-unit ownership is common, such as televisions, radios, cars and even refrigerators, this accepted approach is incomplete. For instance, sales of multiple-unit television adoptions have been higher than both first and replacement purchases since [6] , while for automobiles they have represented more than 20% of sales since 1966 in Australia (reported below). For these products, a model of multiple-unit ownership is an important component of a manager's toolbox for trend analysis and forecasting. Properly specified models provide better forecasting of overall sales trends. More importantly, however, knowledge of the multiple component trend is valuable for developing product and marketing strategy since user requirements for additional units are often quite different than for first units. For example, consumers may require a smaller television for a bedroom, a 4WD car for weekend fun or a smaller refrigerator for the beer. Development of multiple purchase sales models, however, is in its infancy.
Bayus et al. [6] propose one such model of multiple purchases with an age-based formulation similar to replacement models. While a significant development, their model was developed to forecast short-term sales during an initial period of increasing penetration rate of color televisions. As such, it does not include a saturation effect for multiple-unit adoptions. We suggest that this model requires substantial modification to capture the long-term process of multiple-unit adoption. As an alternative, a new model is proposed for multiple-unit ownership which is based on the Bass Model and re-conceptualizes multiple-unit acquisition as a diffusionbased process similar to a first purchase adoption. One important consequence is that an intuitively appealing upper ceiling for multiple-unit ownership per household is imposed in much the same way as first-unit ownership diffusion models.
The paper is organized as follows. We start with a review of relevant literature, then build on that literature to develop a new model of multiple-unit ownership. The new model formulation is empirically examined with data for color televisions and Australian automobiles.
The paper concludes with a summary of managerial implications and suggests areas of future research.
Multiple-Unit Adoption
The phenomena of individual adoption of a new product and its diffusion through a population have received much attention. The most comprehensive discussion of 3 decades of research can be found in Rogers [9] . In contrast, mathematical diffusion models by necessity strive for parsimony in their description of aggregate adoption dynamics. They take only the most basic tenants from the behavioural research in the formulation of robust aggregate models.
The assumptions behind the Bass model [1] are widely known [2, 3] . The model may be expressed as a continuous time differential equation
where, N(t) is the cumulative number of adopters at time t and K, p and q are all parameters of the model. K represents the upper limit of potential adopters, p represents an external influence on adoption, and q represents a word-of-mouth or contagion influence on adoption.
When applied to consumer durable products, the diffusion model is used to characterize first purchase of the product by the adopting unit (normally the household). This seems a reasonable assumption given the implicit commitment involved in purchasing a durable product.
In practice, the diffusion models are normally estimated with data from ownership surveys, or early sales data. An implicit assumption of the later is that all purchases are first purchases. The validity of this assumption clearly diminishes over time.
Models of replacement purchases of durable products have also received considerable attention in the diffusion literature [8] . Aggregate models of the timing of a durable good's replacement emerge from the engineering discipline of reliability theory. The essential assumptions of these models is that the time to replacement (replacement age) can be described by a probability distribution over the population of units in an analogous way to product failure. This is again a reasonable assumption given that replacements (other than those due to a residential move) are normally due to either a unit failure or a discretionary replacement dependent on the perceived condition and obsolescence of a working unit [10] . All of these factors are correlated with the product's age. The model by Kamakura and Balasubramanian [5] is typical of the model formulations
where f t is first-purchase sales in period t, r t is repeat-purchase sales in period t, and, S(a)
is the replacement survival function as a function of a unit's age, a. While a number of probability distributions of survival have been investigated in the literature there is growing support for the use of the truncated normal distribution [5, 7, 10] . Specifically,
where
denotes the standard normal pdf, and
In contrast, research within the diffusion paradigm that explicitly considers multiple-unit ownership of durable goods is almost non-existent. The only exception is Bayus, Hong and Labe [6] who develop a dynamic model of aggregate multiple-unit purchases. The model, hereafter referred to as the BHL Model, is similar in form to a replacement formulation. The model can be expressed as
where, m t is the multiple-unit sales in period t, siu i,t gives the units purchased at time i that are still in use at time t, and g(a) gives the multiple purchase "hazard rate" as a function of age, a. The motivation for this formulation is that, for an individual adopter, the propensity to purchase an additional unit increases with the age of their current unit. The exact specification of g(a) was empirically determined in the application by Bayus et al. [6] . Correspondence with the authors indicates that the curves were generally monotonically increasing to a constant value. In the BHL Model, siu i,t is determined with the use of a replacement model such as Equation (2) to give
This model was developed primarily to generate short-term forecasts and, as such, performs well. Bayus et al. [6] demonstrates that such a model fits and forecasts short-term annual aggregate data for color televisions very well (one-year ahead forecasts within ± 1%).
Other approaches to forecasting ownership, and in particular automobile holdings, have appeared in the economic literature. These models are normally initially based on a disaggregate economic analysis of a household's (or individual's) automobile ownership. Examples are Jorgensen, and Wentzel-Larsen [12] , Jansson [13] and Manski [14] . However, these methods are far more data intensive, requiring longitudinal cross-sectional data of household characteristics and are not directly comparable to the current approach. Some work has, however, adopted a more macro approach. In particular, Tanner [15] details the use of growth curves by the Transport and Road Research Laboratory to estimate cars per household in Great Britain.
However, again this work is not directly comparable to the diffusion approach reported in this paper since he does not explicitly investigate multiple-unit ownership, the functional form of the model is not theoretical justified, and the saturation level is determined judgmentally.
Model Development
An alternative conceptualisation of multiple-unit acquisition for durable products is proposed. In many situations, an additional unit of a product can be considered an innovation from the adopter's perspective in the sense that it often entails a new usage situation. A second television for the bedroom, a second refrigerator for the beer or another car for commuting all entail an element of newness to the consumer. Hence, while the product itself may not be new to the consumer, the practice of using it in an alternative way, or even the idea of owning multipleunits, can be considered new. In this way, multiple-unit acquisition can be viewed as an innovation, and therefore, multiple-unit adoptions as a diffusion process that is driven by information flows and consumer learning.
It must be said that not all multiple-unit acquisitions of durable products could be viewed as adoption of an innovation. For certain product categories, such as facsimile machines and photocopiers, additional units may be purchased due to volume considerations. However, this situation is less common for consumer durable products. We will not consider such volume driven purchases in this paper. Alternatively, multiple-unit adoptions could really be replacements, without scrapping or selling the old unit. This is probably particularly relevant for product categories with rapid technology change such as personal computers. Conceptually, we will only consider this type of purchase to be a multiple-unit adoption if the old product is replaced when it fails. Otherwise, it is treated as a discretionary replacement purchase because the purchase does not add to the long-run stock of the product held by the population.
Cast as an innovation, multiple-unit adoption can be analysed according to the framework of Rogers [9] . Since the consumer is familiar with the product itself, the issue of product complexity is not likely to be relevant. However, relative advantage, compatibility, trialability and observability, as they relate to alternative product usage situations, are all pertinent to multiple-unit adoption. As such, consumer innovativeness together with information flows and resultant consumer learning will drive the diffusion of multiple-units.
Diffusion of an innovation is driven by information flows. Two types of information are relevant for multiple-unit adoptions, product information and information related to a new usage
situation. An individual's direct experience with their existing units is expected to be the dominant source of product related information for multiple-unit adoptions. However, consumers will rely on other sources of product information in two instances -new product features or modifications introduced since the consumers original purchase, and, product features specific to a new usage situation. Both of these may have a strong influence on the decision to adopt a multiple-unit. Further, information about the nature of alternative usage situations will also originate from external sources. As with diffusion of any innovation, these sources might be external to the social system such as advertising or in-store displays or internal, word-of-mouth, sources.
It is useful to contrast this new diffusion-based conceptualization of the adoption process Two key differences between these two approaches are highlighted. First, the diffusionbased approach explicitly incorporates a "saturation effect" by including an upper ceiling in its population of the hazard process. In contrast, the age-based approach provides no upper limit to multiple-unit ownership, since each multiple-unit acquired in turn adds to the population from which multiple purchases are generated. In terms of long-term sales patterns, this difference between the two approaches is very significant.
The second key difference between the approaches is that the age-based approach regards the propensity for an individual to purchase to increase with the age of the existing unit. As such, influences internal to the household are considered as the driving influence for multiple-unit adoptions. Further, since the likelihood of purchase increases with age, a learning influence is incorporated. A negative feature of this approach, however, is that the process is renewed when the first-unit is replaced. It is counter-intuitive that previous learning is forgotten when a unit is replaced. In contrast, the diffusion-based approach considers that two factors influence multipleunit adoptions: a constant influence, which is due to either an adopter's own use of their current unit(s) or external influence such as advertising; and, an internal influence effect that increases with the number of multiple-units adopted.
To date, there is no direct empirical evidence examining the nature of a household's decision to purchase multiple-units of a durable good. The current paper develops a new diffusion-based model and compares it's performance with the age-based BHL Model. In this way, some inferences about the nature of the underlying process of multiple-unit adoptions may be drawn.
A Multiple-unit Ownership Diffusion (MOD) model is formulated based on the preceding diffusion-based conceptualisation. Consistent the paradigm of mathematical diffusion models, the model is framed as a highly parsimonious description of the above diffusion process.
First-unit ownership are modeled using a continuous time version of the Bass [1] diffusion model. Since the model is likely to be used over long time horizons, the model is modified to include a dynamic population potential, (t) N , to account for potentially large population changes [15, 16, 17] :
The population of potential adopters of multiple-units is specified as some proportion of those previously adopting a first unit, π 1 . Analogous to the Bass model, adoptions are driven by external influences and word of mouth from earlier adopters of multiple-units. This leads to the following model for multiple-unit adopters, M(t):
Consumers potentially adopt more than one multiple-unit. We assume the upper potential of such adoptions is a fixed proportion, π 2 , of multiple-unit adopters, M(t). Word of mouth will be proportional to the number of multiple-unit adopters, not the number of adoptions. This leads to the following model for subsequent (2 or more) multiple-unit adoptions, Q(t):
where a 1 and a 2 are parameters representing external influences on first and subsequent multiple-unit adoption respectively; b 1 and b 2 are parameters representing a contagion or "wordof-mouth" influence on first and subsequent multiple-unit adoptions respectively. Note that π 2 is not theoretically constrained to be less than 1.0 due to the possible adoption of more than two multiple-units by a household.
Consistent with the paradigm and objectives of diffusion modeling, the above model specification is designed as a very parsimonious representation of long-term multiple-unit ownership. Many possible model extensions and modifications are conceivable, some of which are discussed in the concluding section of this paper.
Empirical Illustrations
The MOD model is primarily concerned with examining the long-term adoption pattern of multiple units. The long-term structural validity of the MOD and BHL models are examined via fits and forecasts to two data series -an extended color television data set and automobile ownership data from Australia. The models are also fitted to the shorter span color television data set from the original BHL paper to provide a direct comparison with that work.
The models' fit and forecasting ability are assessed for this purpose. A non-linear regression approach using the solution to the continuous model formulation is used for estimation as suggested by Srinivasan and Mason [19] . As the models do not have closed form solutions, they are numerically integrated. Due to some of the limitations associated with the available data sets used, a detailed discussion of the method is required.
Method: Color Televisions
The MOD model is tested using color television data in two ways. First, the original data from Bayus et al [6] is used, in which the three components of the model (first-unit adoption, replacements and multiple-unit adoptions) are separately estimated using data sets for each component. However, this data set captures only early multiple-unit ownership and is not a good test for the longer-term structure of the models. To test this longer-term structural validity of the models, we fuse the BHL data with more recent sales data for color televisions.
Specifically, the original BHL data set is fused with annual color television sales and household The potential adopting population is assumed to be a constant proportion, θ, of the population of hoseholds, P(t). Sharif and Ramanathan [18] discuss a number of suitable functions. The following form is chosen for this application due to its suitability to long-term forecasting.
The MOD Model is estimated as follows. The population model (9) is fitted to historical household data. The first purchase model (6) 1 , the replacement model (2) To estimate the BHL Model, the multiple distribution function, g(a), needs to be specified. In the original paper g(a) was empirically determined and did not follow a theoretical form [6] . Correspondence with the author indicated that the function was generally monotonically increasing to a constant value. This is consistent with the underlying rationale for the model that the propensity to purchase a multiple-unit increases with the age of the existing stock. Preliminary analysis indicated that the model's performance was not sensitive to changes in the functional form specified that have these properties. The chosen functional form is the logistic curve:
1 Consistent with the accepted approach of Srinivasan and Mason (1986), Equation (6) 
is differenced to fit the annual data: n t = N(t) -N(t-1). Initial condition N(t 0 )=0.
2 Kamakura and Balasubramanian [5] demonstrate that both the shape parameter, h, and the mean replacement age parameter, L, cannot be uniquely identified empirically (except in the special case where actuarial data are available). They recommend a priori specification of the shape parameter (h = 1.75) for consumer durable products. Recent work provides further empirical support for this approach [7] . We follow this convention. 
With the available data the BHL Model, Equations (4), (5) and (10), can not be estimated in the same manner as in the original paper (the original paper utilized unpublished propriety survey data). Consequently, the BHL Model is estimated in the same manner as the MOD Model.
Estimation results for the population model are not reported, as they are not central to the paper. However, the fits for both this application and Australian automobiles (reported below)
were quite accurate (R 2 > 0.99; Mean Absolute Percentage Error < 2%). Each model was estimated twice, once for the original BHL data series where repeat purchases are decomposed into replacement and multiple-unit purchases, and once over the entire data set . Table 1 reports the parameter estimates (asymptotic standard errors in parentheses)
while Table 2 reports goodness-of-fit statistics for the various data components (adjusted R squared and the mean squared error, MSE). Figure 1 plots the data and fitted values for each model. The medium-to long-term predictive ability of each model is also compared.
Specifically, six truncated data sets (truncated at 1988 through 1993) are used to establish forecasts. Various forecasting statistics are reported in Table 3 for the average of all six forecasts and three selected forecasts.
Some estimation difficulties warrant comment. First, for the first estimation (1961-1982), estimation of the BHL Model resulted in β converging to ∞. An arbitrarily large upper limit was set (1.0e6) to allow the program to converge. Second, over the entire data set, estimation of the BHL Model resulted in α converging to ∞ and β converging to zero, implying the multiple distribution function converged to a constant value. Consequently, without any loss of generality, the simplified function, g(a) = δ was employed for this application so that a meaningful asymptotic errors could be determined. Finally, estimation of the MOD model suffered from fitting two model components (first multiple-unit and subsequent multiple-unit added together) to the one data series for multiple-unit adoption. As such, the estimation is illconditioned. As a consequence the estimates are unstable as indicated by the high asymptotic errors for all parameters. In essence, the model can not determine what part of multiple adoptions are first multiple-unit adoptions and which part are subsequent unit adoptions. However, the overall fit and forecast (the statistics of real interest) are almost unaffected. This was confirmed by running additional model estimations adding constrains (such as π 1 = π 2 ). As expected, these estimations revealed almost identical fit statistics, but substantially lower asymptotic errors.
Method: Australian Automobiles
The models were also tested using Australian automotive industry data. The first and multiple unit models are estimated using separate data series for N(t), M(t) and Q(t). This data originates from seven censuses of Australian households (5 yearly 1966-1996 ) that provide information on automobile ownership [23] . This data specifies ownership of one, two and three and more automobiles. To approximate total multiple-unit ownership, ownership of three or more vehicles in a household is truncated to exactly 3 vehicles. The household population data comes from the same source, but extends back to 1921.
Estimation of the models was performed in a similar fashion to above. In earlier work it has been revealed that the simple replacement model (2) and (3) is inadequate for the current application of Australian automobiles [7] . Hence, to enable a fair estimate the BHL multiplepurchase model, the new time varying replacement model [7] was used as the replacement model. Details of this modification are summarized in Appendix A. To estimate the models, the population model (9) is again fitted to historical household data. Next, the replacement model is estimated from the replacement data. Finally, the first purchase model (6) and the appropriate multiple purchase model are estimated from the relevant component of ownership data. For the BHL Model, the same convergence problems reported above were experienced (α converging to ∞ and β converging to zero). Again the simplified function g(a) = δ was employed.
Tables 1 again reports the parameter estimates and Table 4 the fit statistics. Figure 2 plots the original data and fitted values for each model. The medium-to long-term predictive ability of each model is also compared. Specifically, the last one and two data points are removed to establish forecasts. Various forecasting statistics are reported in Table 4 .
Results and Discussion
Overall, the empirical results for both applications provide clear support for the MOD Model. Table 1 indicates that the MOD Model has a substantially superior fit over the longerterm data series for both products. Similarly, Tables 2 and 3 For both applications, the BHL Model is unable to bend with the data, resulting in the poorer fit.
We now examine the results more closely.
Considering first the fit to the original BHL color television data , Table 2 indicates that both models fit the multiple-unit sales data well and substantially better than the Bass Model fit to the first-purchase sales data. This is obviously encouraging, though inconclusive for both models due to the short time span involved. When we look at the results for the extended data series (1961 -1997) , it is clear that the MOD model is substantially superior to the BHL Model. For the combined multiple and replacement data component (1983) (1984) (1985) (1986) (1987) (1988) (1989) (1990) (1991) (1992) (1993) (1994) (1995) (1996) (1997) , the MSE for the BHL Model is 525e10 compared to 100e10 for the MOD model. Fitting the models to the extended data series has also resulted in a substantial increase in the MSE of the BHL Model's fit to the multiple and replacement data components compared with the MOD model.
The forecasting results, Table 3 We must consider the possibility that the poor fit and forecasting results are due to deficiencies in the replacement model rather than the BHL multiple-unit ownership model.
However, two things render this explanation unlikely. First, many similar applications have reported adequate performance of this replacement model [5, 7, 10, 24] . Second is the similarity of the two applications reported here. In both cases, a very similar inability to flatten with the sales trend is exhibited. Further, this is consistent with basic marketing or economic theory that an upper ceiling for multiple-unit ownership of any good should exist.
We now consider the application of the models to Automobile ownership. Table 4 indicates a much better fit to the data for the MOD model (MSE 1.2e10) compared with the BHL Model (MSE 241.4e10). Table 4 also indicates a 10-fold improvement in forecasting for the MOD model compared to the BHL Model. Examination of Figure 2 illustrates that again the BHL Model is simply unable to "flatten" with the data trend.
Finally, we note that the empirical analysis is limited to these two applications due to the availability of data that decomposes sales into first-unit adoptions, multiple-unit adoptions and replacements. Unfortunately it is not possible to adequately estimate the replacement and multiple-unit ownership models jointly from the repeat purchase data alone. Not knowing what fraction of sales are attributable to each component of sales leads to a highly ill-conditioned estimation.
We conclude that the MOD Model adequately captures and forecasts the sales trend for both reported applications. The BHL Model performs well in the early stages of the diffusion, but over the longer-term does not perform adequately due to its inability to "flatten" with the sales curve as multiple-unit ownership approaches saturation. This result is not surprising given that the BHL model was developed for relatively short-term forecasting of multiple-unit sales during a period of rapid penetration.
Summary & Discussion
Multiple-unit ownership of durable goods is an important component of sales in many product categories. However, unlike first and replacement purchases, scant attention has been paid to models of multiple-unit ownership in the diffusion literature. In fact, previous modeling efforts are confined to the work of Bayus et al. [6] . This model was developed to forecast shortterm sales of color televisions during an initial period of increasing penetration rate for multiple- The models are compared using data for color televisions and Australian automobiles.
The empirical results clearly indicate the superiority of the MOD Model for these applications, providing substantially better fits and forecasts. In both cases, the MOD model clearly exhibited the aforementioned "saturation effect" for multiple-unit ownership that results in a superior fit to the data. We conclude that these applications provide support for the structural validity of the MOD Model. Further empirical work is required to verify the generalizability of this finding.
An important managerial benefit of the new model stems from the ability to forecast the sales component due to multiple-unit ownership in isolation to the other components of sales (first ownership and replacement). As such, the "mix" of each component may be forecast. This is particularly important from a product development and production planning perspective, since consumer requirements for multiple-units are quite different from first-unit ownership. For example, a smaller second refrigerator, a smaller television for the bedroom or a sports car for weekend fun. Hence, these changes in consumer needs impact on product mix decisions and ultimately marketing strategy in general.
We note that for forecasting, the MOD model suffers from the same "timeliness"
problems of all diffusion-type models [22] . In particular, the early forecasting efficacy of such models is highly dependent upon generating accurate estimates of the upper limit of potential adoption, or π in the context of the MOD Model. To address this issue, a number of estimation methods, other than using early sales data, have been suggested over recent years [2, 3] . In particular, analogy with similar products, expert opinion, surveys of purchase intensions and / or Baysian estimation may be employed. Admittedly, the scope for analogy is limited for multipleunit adoptions until more empirical findings are reported. However, all the other methods may be employed.
Even in the absence of an independent estimate of the upper limit of potential adoptions, the MOD model offers significant benefit. The model offers insights into the shape and characteristics of the multiple-unit sales curve, even if the timing of the sales peak is unknown.
More systematically, sales forecasts can be generated under several scenarios for the upper limit of potential adoption.
For the reported application of automobiles, the ownership of a second (or third) car will also impact the product requirements for replacement of the household's existing holdings. For example, the second car in a household is often a smaller model than the first, possibly a sports or off-road vehicle. Hence, from a manufacturer's perspective, shifts in multiple-unit ownership will result in a alteration of their entire product mix. Further, multiple-unit purchases may well occur at the expense of early replacement of existing stock, thereby reducing the replacement component of sales. This impact is a topic warranting investigation.
Finally, given that the proposed model possesses the desirable basic properties of longterm multiple-unit ownership, further work is needed to incorporate other variables and alternative model specifications. The impact of price, advertising and promotion and distribution warrant investigation. These variables should be particularly useful to study shorter-term sales variations. Several aforementioned issues regarding model specification also warrant investigation: replacement without scrapping or selling the old unit; the impact of the age of current unit on propensity to purchase; multiple-unit adoptions driven by volume considerations; a combined diffusion-based and aged-based model; the separate treatment of second-unit, thirdunit and subsequent unit ownership; and, explicit inclusion of household births and deaths.
The deficiency of current replacement models for the application to Automobiles is reported in Steffens [7] . He proposes a new time-variant model of replacement that performs adequately in this application. Details of this model are summarized below.
Existing models of replacement (2) are extended to account for variations in the mean replacement age over time. To capture this, the replacement distribution is treated as a function of both age and time. Specifically, S(a,t) represents the unconditional probability that, at time t, a unit of age, a, would have been taken out of service by this age. Using the truncated normal distribution, Equation (3) is modified to:
The mean replacement age is assumed to be a linear function of time, t, such that:
Empirical analysis for the application of automobiles demonstrates the inadequacy of the time-invariant truncated normal distribution. Fit to the replacement data for the above model (MSE 1.5e9) substantially outperforms the time invariant truncated normal model (MSE 5.5e9).
Estimates for the parameters of the model are 10.1 for l and 0.275 for z. 
Model

